Shoes That Fit
Every Child Deserves Them
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PROVIDING NEW SHOES FOR CHILDREN IN NEED
Why shoes?

When someone hears that I work for "Shoes That Fit," I am often met with a few beats of silence. You can see the questions behind their eyes: Why shoes? Whose shoes DON'T fit? It takes a minute for people to realize that many children are lacking something as very basic as properly fitting athletic shoes.

It's hard to believe that a staggering 16 million children live in poverty in the United States—that's 1 in 5 children, and recent studies suggest that number is actually growing. Shoes are expensive and kids outgrow them so quickly! The humiliation caused by wearing grandma's old shoes—or missing school because you are sharing shoes with your brother—creates lasting scars. The teachers and administrators we work with continually tell us how hard it is for kids to concentrate when their feet hurt, when they are embarrassed and trying to hide from shame, or when they skip school entirely.

Some of these children have NEVER received a new pair of shoes. The fact that someone—a stranger they don't even know—purchased something uniquely for them can change a child's whole outlook on life. One pair of shoes is really an investment in a child's future.

This report demonstrates the depth and breadth of the impact that your support and good work have had on our communities in 2014. Our program works equally well on a large scale as it does on a small scale—we have companies demonstrating their corporate social responsibility by helping thousands of children throughout the United States side by side with individuals helping one school in their community. Our feature in Parade magazine last fall brought us many new supporters and we welcome all our friends who joined us in 2014 to the family.

With thanks for a wonderful 2014 and great hopes for 2015!

Amy Fass
Executive Director
Spotlight on Nordstrom

Nordstrom is a company that cares; when it comes to supporting their communities they say they strive to Leave it Better Than They Found It. Here at Shoes That Fit we've seen their commitment in action. During the holiday season, Nordstrom provided an opportunity for customers in all 117 full-line stores and 151 Nordstrom Rack stores to purchase a holiday giving card to donate shoes to children through Shoes That Fit.

“It's been amazing to see our collaboration with Shoes That Fit continue to grow, thanks to our customers and employees who support it each year. 2014 was a record year for our holiday giving program at Nordstrom. We were able to help distribute more shoes than ever—26,000 pairs! It's a tremendous accomplishment and we’re looking forward to the future.”
—Terri Baldwin, Director, Charitable Giving, Nordstrom, Inc.

Similar to John W. Nordstrom's founding of the company, Shoes That Fit started with few resources—nothing more than a commitment to filling a visible need by providing quality shoes to kids in need. With our shared focus on shoes, quality and service, the sky is the limit in terms of how many children we can positively impact.

“We've been fortunate to partner with Shoes That Fit since 2010 to offer our customers a great way to directly support kids in their communities. We appreciate the way they've chosen to run their operation—by keeping expenses down they are able to focus as many resources as possible directly on the children they serve. We're proud to be associated with them and their efforts.”
—Blake Nordstrom, President, Nordstrom, Inc.
IMPACT STATEMENT

135,905 Shoes
+ 300 Volunteer Groups
+ 2,019 Schools
+ 45 States (and Washington DC)

= 90,380 Smiling kids in 2014!

REVENUES AND SUPPORT
(for the year ended December 31, 2014)

- DONATED SHOES AND CLOTHING $3,023,588
- CONTRIBUTIONS $727,810
- OTHER INCOME, UNREALIZED GAINS, INTEREST, DIVIDENDS $17,013

TOTAL $3,768,411

EXPENSES
(for the year ended December 31, 2014)

- PROGRAM $3,566,946
- FUNDRAISING $105,142
- ADMINISTRATION $55,881

TOTAL $3,727,969

Net Assets-End of year $1,112,606
Team Shoes That Fit!

In December, Shoes That Fit supporters formed our inaugural running team, #TeamShoesThatFit, to participate in the Holiday Half Marathon and 5K Run/Walk at Pomona Fairplex. Featuring a Penguin Waddle for children, the weekend was filled with fun and helped raise awareness about Shoes That Fit and the importance of new shoes to help children feel comfortable and confident. Thank you to Pomona Valley Hospital Medical Center, our lead sponsor, Foothill Transit and our runners for their fundraising efforts on behalf of Shoes That Fit.

Half Marathon and 5k runners
Clare Chadwick
Harriet Cumming
John Ems
Steven Ems
Bob Fass
Danielle Flowers
Arthur Fry
Julieana Fry
Kaylea Fry
Joan Fryxell
Johanna Hardin
John Heitkemper
Juli Hester
Irene Lopez
Jeanette Lopez
Jessica Martinez
Richard Martinez
Luz Nunez
Geoff Owers
John Renken
Michele Weatherholt

Penguin Waddlers
Riley Fass
Ryan Fass
**WALKING ON A CLOUD**

"Last Friday, I delivered a pair of sneakers to a student who has special needs. He is nonverbal and not usually happy. As I took off his old shoes I could not help but notice the marked difference in size. The shoes that were taken off were 2.5 sizes smaller. I wanted to cry. The family could not afford to buy him new ones and he couldn’t tell anyone they hurt (or didn’t know anything different). He refused to take the new shoes off and his teacher said that she had never seen him happier. The rest of the day he was walking on a cloud. The shoes made all the difference for him. If anyone ever questioned the value of this program, please don’t. He was happier because his feet didn’t hurt anymore.…

The smiles that I saw this fall will stay with me for a long time and they were smiles for shoes that are comfortable…shoes that fit…something that most people take for granted.”

—Mary MacDonald, School Counselor, Seattle, WA

"Things were always lean for my divorced mother of four kids. Shoes were a luxury & often old, very tight & terribly scuffed before they could be replaced. The brothers had it worse because they had to share & hand down old shoes to the next. More often than not the soles were holey & cardboard was placed inside. As adults the one thing we all agree on is our love for shoes—lots & lots of them!”

—Christine Limon,
Claremont, CA
Cold Feet in Maine

Like so many of our school liaisons across the country, Tina Veilleux sees children coming to school daily in shoes they’ve outgrown and are falling apart. As a Registered Nurse at Howard C. Reiche Community School in Portland, Maine, Tina reports that over the years she’s “often resorted to duct tape to hold shoes together.” The severe weather in Maine makes her intervention critical. “Every day I give out socks for wet feet,” Tina says. “It’s difficult and dangerous to play on the playground—climb on equipment, run, and play soccer—in ill-fitting shoes.”

Tina and her colleagues spend a great deal of time looking for resources for students. “Many students don’t have the academic support they need at home because of the stress and challenges poverty brings. Parents can’t provide the kind of material support most of us take for granted—extra money to pay for field trips, snacks or lunches, materials for class projects. The school, and often individual teachers, provides most of that.”

Shoes That Fit is a reliable resource for devoted teachers and grateful partners like Tina who go the extra mile to support their students. In 2014, liaisons who responded to our annual survey reported the following improvement in their students who received new shoes:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Category</th>
<th>Improvement</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Self-esteem</td>
<td>86.5%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Attitude</td>
<td>80.5%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Social Interaction</td>
<td>71.4%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Participation in Physical Activities</td>
<td>70.2%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Behavior</td>
<td>56.9%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Judi Burson celebrated a special birthday which fell on 11.11.11, by asking her guests to bring a pair of shoes instead of gifts. “Shoes That Fit is a wonderful organization and I am glad to be able to support it.”

from: Alejandro

Thank You
"Shoes That Fit"
A Lasting Legacy

Sharon Fordyce first became involved with Shoes That Fit in 1995. “I had never heard of Shoes That Fit and did not know how they knew to call—I agreed to go shopping somewhat reluctantly,” she remembers. “Once I got involved, I began to realize how many children are lacking proper shoes—I was hooked.”

Twenty years later, Sharon is still supporting Shoes That Fit as a volunteer, donor and currently as the organization’s Board President. Sharon and her husband Robin recently included Shoes That Fit in their estate plan, a decision they made after being involved with the organization for many years and because of Sharon’s personal experience with shoes as a child. “I had to wear special shoes to correct my feet, which left me open to teasing and ridicule. I am very aware of how shoes can provide a safety net from bullying.”

Sharon and Robin are determined to leave a legacy that reflects their life work, passions and convictions. “We have worked hard in our lives to get where we are and we like the idea of leaving a lasting legacy behind us. Knowing that we can help those who are less fortunate through a planned gift gives us great joy.”
“As a professional athlete, I know first-hand the importance of having good athletic shoes in order to participate in physical activity. I can’t imagine kids not having shoes to attend school, so I wanted to do my part by donating a portion of my New Balance shoe allowance to Shoes That Fit. I’m happy to make a difference for kids in need.”
—Clint Robinson, Washington Nationals, MLB

“We’ve been involved with Shoes That Fit from the very beginning. As a family, we believe strongly in community; so much so that we have involved our friends and co-workers with this great organization. We know that our donations of shoes, time and money make a big impact in children’s lives.”
—Liisa and Andy Primack, Claremont, CA

“I can play like a pro in my new shoes! Thank you.”
—Jasmine

COURTESY OF THE WASHINGTON NATIONALS
VOLUNTEERS

Thank you to our fabulous Volunteer Sponsor Groups across the nation whose dedication makes Shoes That Fit run!

Alabama
DaVita, Inc.—Southland Division
DaVita, Inc.—Team Renaissance Division
Grace Lutheran Church
Nordstrom/New Balance Holiday Campaign
Rack Room Shoes
Versitech, Inc.

Alaska
Nordstrom/New Balance Holiday Campaign

Arizona
DaVita, Inc.—West Side Division
De Falco Family Foundation FATE Group
Nordstrom/New Balance Holiday Campaign
Rack Room Shoes

Arkansas
Rack Room Shoes

California
3M Unitek
582 East Salon
Abraham Joshua Heschel Day School
Adat Ari El Synagogue
AFSCME Local 146—Council 57
AFT College Staff Guild Local 1521A
ASI Networks
Auntie Suezi’s Shoes n Socks for Kids
Broadview Mortgage
California Sporting Goods Association
Capital Group Companies
Carlos’ Critters
Chaffey Joint Union High School District
Church for the Nations
Claremont Escrow
Claremont University Consortium
Congregation Or Ami
David Starr Jordan High School
DaVita, Inc.—Dream Team Acutes Division
DaVita, Inc.—Gold Coast Division
DaVita, Inc.—ORCA Division
DaVita, Inc.—Pacific Gold Division
DaVita, Inc.—Plaza DaVita
DaVita, Inc.—Sierra Terrific
DaVita, Inc.—Surf n’ Sun Division
DaVita, Inc.—The Grove
DaVita, Inc.—Wild West Division
De Falco Family Foundation
Delta Sigma Theta-Cerritos Area Alumnae Chapter
First United Methodist Church
Foothill Carwash
Foothill Country Day School
Francine Rubin and Friends
Frani Pilon And Friends
Ginny Wright and Friends
Girl Scout Troop #247A
Golden State Foods—Irvine, CA
Golden State Foods—City of Industry
CA CID
Golden State Foods—City of Industry
CA CID
Harvey Mudd College
HomeAid Inland Empire
Kadima Day School
Kaiser Permanente, Financial Srvcs Operation
Keck Graduate Institute
Keck Medical Center of USC
Keller Williams Realty
Kiwanis Club of Hacienda Heights
Kiwanis Club of Highland
Kiwanis Club of La Puente and Industry
Kiwanis Club of Pomona Inc.
Kiwanis Club of Upland-Foothill
LAPD and LA City Attorney’s Office
Little Soles
Los Angeles County Office of Education
Lytle Creek Community Center
Macy’s Del Amo
Margie Goldman and Friends
McCladregg LLP
Morrow-Meadows Corporation
Mt. SAC Counseling Dept.
Nordstrom/New Balance Holiday Campaign
Nordstrom Distribution Center
North & East Neighborhood Council
Oroville Police Officers’ Assn.
Owens & Minor—Redlands
Palm Springs Sunup Rotary
Perera Construction and Design
Pomona Catholic
Rack Room Shoes
Rancho Cucamonga Kiwanis Club
Rebecca Flores and Friends
Rosa Duarte and Friends
Rutgers University Alumni of Southern Calif.
Sempra Energy—Alhambra Base
Sempra Energy—Huntington Park
Sempra Energy—Santa Monica
Sempra Energy Employee Giving Network
Sempra Energy Employee Giving Network—Compton, CA
Sempra Energy Employee Giving Network—San Dimas
Shoes That Fit—Stockton Chapter
Shoes That Fit Sponsor Group
Simpson Strong-Tie—Riverside
Some Crust Bakery
Southern California Edison
Southern California Edison—Irwindale

Southern California Edison—Irwindale—6090
Southern California Gas Company—HR Staffing Dept
Southern California Gas Company—Monterey Park
Southern California Gas Company—Pico Rivera
St. Lucy’s Priory High School
St. Monica—Shoes That Fit
St. Perpetua Church
Stephen S Wise Temple Social Action Committee
TAC Barstow, CA
TCS
Temple Aliyah
Temple Sinai of Glendale
The Gene Haas Foundation
The Seedling School
The Solano Family
The Vons Foundation
United Food & Commercial Workers
1428
University of La Verne
Valley Beth Shalom
Valley Outreach Synagogue
Ventura Police Department
Versitech, Inc.
Village Marketing Group
Vista Metals Corp.
West Coast Dermatology Billers
West Covina United Methodist Church

Colorado
Coldwell Banker Home Owners Realty
CR Architecture and Design
DaVita, Inc.—Corporate Office
DaVita, Inc.—SunDance Division
Nordstrom/New Balance Holiday Campaign
Rack Room Shoes

Connecticut
DaVita, Inc.—Nor’Easter Division
Morgan Ferguson and Friends
Nordstrom/New Balance Holiday Campaign
Rack Room Shoes

Delaware
Rack Room Shoes
Shoes That Fit of Delaware

District of Columbia
Gethsemane Baptist—Naphtali Tribe
Nordstrom/New Balance Holiday Campaign

Florida
DaVita, Inc.—Sun Rays Division
DaVita, Inc.—Sunsational Division

DaVita, Inc.—Team Renaissance Division
Nordstrom/New Balance Holiday Campaign
OnMedia—Gulf Breeze
Rack Room Shoes
Bonita Springs Chapter of Shoes That Fit
Unitarian Universalist Society

Georgia
Amdocs Inc.
DaVita, Inc.—MiraMonte East Division
DaVita, Inc.—Southern Stars Division
DaVita, Inc.—Southland Division
Nordstrom/New Balance Holiday Campaign
OnMedia
Rack Room Shoes
Vista Metals

Hawaii
Nordstrom/New Balance Holiday Campaign

Idaho
Nordstrom/New Balance Holiday Campaign

Illinois
DaVita, Inc.—Discovery Division
DaVita, Inc.—Illinois Star Catchers
DaVita, Inc.—Skyline Division
Nordstrom/New Balance Holiday Campaign
OnMedia—Moline, IL
SMC of Holy Family
Southern Illinois U School of Medicine
Taylor Company
Tekserve POS
Verisign, Inc.

Indiana
Aaron’s, Inc
DaVita, Inc.—Star Catchers
Nordstrom/New Balance Holiday Campaign
Rack Room Shoes

Iowa
Becky Song and Friends
DaVita, Inc.—Heartland Mercy Hospital, Pastoral Care Dept.
OnMedia—Dubuque, IA
OnMedia—Moline, IL
OnMedia—Cedar Falls, IA
OnMedia—Des Moines, IA
Verisign, Inc.

“From a group of men who started meeting to discuss the needs of our community, Shoes That Fit is simple, clear-cut and easy and helps us focus on local kids who don’t have much of anything. We’ve partnered with local businesses and together we’ve helped more than 2,100 children over the last 5 years. Shoes That Fit is a wonderful program!”
—Dwayne Parker, Breakfast of Champions Men’s Club, Saginaw, MI
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“We started our Shoes That Fit chapter when we lived in Chicago; the winters are horrible and we would see kids walking to school in beat up shoes, slippers, even flip flops in the snow. When we moved to Scottsdale, we started the program here where there is so much poverty—people don’t even realize. The best part of Shoes That Fit is getting to witness how generous people are.”

— Sharon and Stewart Levine, Scottsdale, AZ
DONOR HONOR ROLL
Thank you to our donors whose investments help thousands of children each year!

◆ Sponsors—our monthly donors

Gifts of $80,000 or more
The Ahmanson Foundation
Norstrom, Inc.

Gifts of $50,000 or more
The Ralph M. Parsons Foundation
The Rose Hills Foundation

Gifts of $25,000 or more
The Green Foundation

Gifts of $10,000 or more
DeFalco Family Foundation
DeWey Ford
Inland Empire United Way
MAZDA Foundation USA, Inc.
Rack Room Shoes
Spanish Wells Cares Foundation Inc.
Swanton Foundation
J.B. and Emily Van Nuys Charities

Gifts of $5,000 or more
Accounting Principals
The Allergan Foundation
BCM Foundation
The Brotman Foundation of California
Christopher Burch
The Thomas and Agnes Carvel Foundation
Children's Fund, Inc.
DHCU Community Credit Union
Endurance Sports Marketing Corp.
Sharon and Robin Fordyce
The David Geffen Foundation
Walter Launtz Foundation
Thomas and Dorothy Leavey Foundation
Majestic Realty Foundation
Pacific Life Foundation
Pomona Valley Hospital Medical Center
Prairie Meadows
Lisa and Andrew Primack
Schwab Charitable Fund
Lon V. Smith Foundation
Samuel and Helene Soref Foundation
Lon V. Smith Foundation
The Schwab Charitable Fund
Liisa and Andrew Primack
Prairie Meadows
Pacific Life Foundation
Majestic Realty Foundation

Gifts of $1,000 or more
Pamela Abraham
AmericanWest Bank
Brian Amidei
Anonymous
Lisa Ansell
Karen Baker
Carol and Bruce Barge
Judy Bell
Terry Benson
The Henry W. Bull Foundation
The Christmas Shop Foundation
City of Claremont
Claremont Craft Ales
Theresa Combs
Costco—United Way
H.L. Epstein Family Foundation, Inc.
Arny and Richard Fass
Theresa Ferland
Stephen Fisher
Foothill Transit
Grimes Tire & Auto Center Inc.
The Habit Restaurants, LLC
Johanna Hardin and John Heitkemper
Juli and CJ Hester
Honda American Financial Services
Hurley Miller Family Fund
Kenneth Huske
Donna Jenkins
JP Morgan Chase Foundation
Kaiser Permanente Foundation
Michael Lamena
Milagros Laparan
Staci Little and Mohammad Iqbal
Michele Love
Many Thanks Foundation
Dena and Louis McMurray
Milan Chevrolet
Ann and Steve Morgan
Employees Charity Organization of Northern California
ECHB
Carole and John Petton
Deborah Petry
Trevisani Pope
Premier Credit Union [Principal]
The Marni & Morris Prop II Family Foundation, Inc.
The Ray Family Charitable Fund
Si Redd & Tamara Redd Charitable Foundation
Rock of the Foothills Lutheran Church
Rotary Club of Newbury—Mornings
Roto-Rooter Corporation
Rich and Judy Seebold
Gabriele Sitten
Leslie Sulificool-Malcom
Sun City West Kiwanis Foundation
Bess Spiva Timmons Foundation
UBS Financial Services Inc.
Underground Skate Shop
Unity of Fort Myers
Village Marketing Group
Vista Metals—Georgia
Vulcan Materials Company West Region
W&T-4D Company
Samuel Weinstein Family Foundation
Wild Side Running
Borden Wright II
The Carl Wynn Foundation

Gifts of $500 or more
2SenseWorth International/Karma52
American Honda Finance Corporation
Anonymous
Glenda Avance
Phillip Banazek
Erika Bernal
Kathleen Bradford
Charity Partners Foundation/Fashion Project
Community Choice Credit Union
Community State Bank
Jacob Davis
Donald Donelson
Betty and Robert Ehrle
Scott Ehrlich
Nancy and Joe Escobedo
Emily and Michael Fay
Gigiuna Fioresi
Richard French
Patrick Fruzzetti
Leslie Galvan
Gould Asset Management LLC
Jim Graham
Jill Hardy
Kelly and Joe Hawkes
Jeff Heinrichs
Holy Trinity Catholic Church/School
Pamela Joe
Lenita Jordan
Kristopher Kasra
Lawrence Koehler
Mark Kravietz
Dawn Kucerak
H. Alan Krauger
La Verne Heights Presbyterian Church
Law Enforcement of Ontario
Daniel Lockwood
Lisa Ann Mansueto
Elva and Richard Martinez
Microsoft Giving Campaign
Paul Minney
Elizabeth Morgan and Weston Thompson
MSW Productions LLC
Benita Okamura
Vijay and Jaishree Patel
Graham Phillips
Rhino Container
Gretchner and Bradley Richter
Santa Rosa Young Professionals
Garland Scott
Rochele Small-Ware
Bev and Dante Spano


KIDS SAY IT BEST:
NUMBER OF STUDENTS WHO REPORTED RECEIVING NEW SHOES IN THEIR MOST FAVORITE COLOR:
660
FAVORITE COLOR:
SHOES IN THEIR MOST RECENT COLOR
RECEIVING NEW SHOES
WHO REPORTED
NUMBER OF STUDENTS
KIDS SAY IT BEST:

Joel Tharp
US Bank Foundation Employee
Matching Gift Program
Cherry and Barry Vaantiger
Vincent Rags, Inc.
Walmart #2533
Walmart #5623
Gibson Wilkes
Women’s Club of Claremont

Gifts of $250 or more
Active Network
Marillynn Aiches and Leo Lomeli
Wendy Amos
Anonymous
Patty and Ben Bellus
Joyce Bennett
Douglas Besso
Patti and Tim Bogle
Peggy Bookhout
June and Charles Bray
Jeffery Bromage
Shannon Buttemeier
Mary Caenepeel
Michele Cameron
Casey’s General Stores
Chico’s Retail Services, Inc.
Michael Choban
Elizabeth Corder
James Dale
David D’Amico
L. Ellen Daniels
Matthew Dillig
Jacob Ditkovski
Rod Dougherty
East Shore R.V. Park
Peg Fisher-Jullie
JACQUELINE FLISZARY
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Lynne Seado
Roger Shaffer
Patricia Shelby
Smith Elementary School
Tami Schnitman
Debora Sloat
Alma and Philip Smith
Southern California Edison—HR Dept.
Southern California Edison—Transmission & Distribution Employee Contributions
Juanita Su
Swenson Corporation, CPAs
Joy Thorson
Diana and Rick Tolleiver
Christine Torrey
Justin Towey
Raimund Vanderweil
Carlos Vieira
Sonya Whatley
Meredith Wilkinson
Winters Family Charitable Trust
WNC of Des Moines, LLC
Lisa-Marie Wright

Gifts of $100 or more
Marlene Aguilar
Christopher Aldworth
Simone Aloisio
Alto Systems
AmazonSmile Foundation
Kathleen and David Anderson
Jamie Angove
Anonymous
Harriet and Richard Archibald-Woodward
Aimee Armsby
Rochelle Bachenheimer
Bonnie Baer
Winona Bailey
Baltimore Hebrew Congregation
Linda Barsam
Martha Becker
Beissers’, Inc.
Maureen and Charles Beith
Adar Belinkoff
Benevolent Patriotic Order of Does No. 25
Deena and Arthur Benjamin
Sean Bernard
Mr. and Mrs. Frederick C. Bertsche
Daniel Bilewch
Jennifer Binnie
Mark Blaess
Joan and Jon Blickenstaff
BMW #180/Mercedes-Benz of Des Moines #181
L. Y. Boehnke
Charlene Bolton
Boulden, Inc.
BP America Inc.—BP Fabric of America Fund
Jennifer Brenner
Bridgpoint Education
Jan Brindle
Michael Brosnan
Harry Brown
Buffalo Exchange
Joan Bunte
Jud Burosn
Adam Buybul
John Calvin
Shirley Carey
Christine Carson
Bert Caster
Clare Chadwick
Susan Chiaramonte
Chums, Inc.—Los Angeles Chapter
Claremont Optometry
Marcie Coben
Michael Cohen
Cynthia Cohn
Kelli and Joe Conger
Countdown Printables
William Cox
Renee and Robert Dale
Marilyn Dale
Kenneth Dalton
Michael Davis
Rachel Desautelle
Dubuque Lutheran School
Diana Dukate
Joan Anderson Dym and Clive Dym
Kristen Dzvonick
Linda and Richard Elderkin
Ginny and Bud Everett
Gina Fannelli
Kristen and Bob Fass
First Congregational Church of Waterbury
Evelyn Flake
Steven Freedman
Marlene and John Forrette
Fort Dodge Evening Lions Club
Sharon Frey
Sylvia Frey and Jerry Irish
Fun After Fifty Club
Nancy Gibbs
Michael Girardot
Douglas Glaser
Melissa Gold
Toni and John Goldhammer
Goldsmith Gregg & Unruh LLP
Karen Goldstein
Catherine Golstone
Rose Goodwin
Graham Holdings Matching Gifts Program
Timothy Gray
Michael Guerin
Nancy Gutierrez-Herrera
Michelle and Ryan Haacke
Geoffrey Hamill
Robert Hardin
Irene Haskivitz
Ina Haugen
Mary Havranek
Becky and David Hedrick
Lyune Hellessig
Susan Hess
Pamela Hillman
Donna Hoard
Kent Hoyos
Vanessa Huber
Industry Tire Service, Inc.
Interlynk Communications
Interrex, LLC
 Iowa Events Center
Sharon Jacobs
Jordana Lewis Jaffe and Mark Jaffe
Shirley and Stuart Jaffe
Virginia Jenkins
Joanne and Curtis Johns
Janet Johnson
Robert Johnson
Brittany Jones
Julie Jones
Shirley Jones
Linda and John Jurewitz
Kadima Day School
Peter Kale
Lee Kane and Eric Latham
Rosalind Kane
Gloria Kapp
Kiumars Kasra
Richard Kaufman
Melinda Keck
Robbin Kelley
Marilyn Kelm
Deborah and John Kidwell
Paul King
Juli and Jeffrey Kinrich
Michelle Kirk
Michelle Korrell
Dawnna Koskela
Joseph Kostrzubski
Pam Kravitz
Shellie Kreps
Susan Krezanowski
Laborers’ International Union of North America No. 177 Retirees
Jaime Lambert
Lisa Lambeth
Nadyn Leighton
Ruth Leonard
Jeff Leventhal
Jacques Levine
Sarah Levine
Susan Levine
Christine and Gary Limon
Michelle and Tom Lindley
Laurie Linebarger
Ronni and Marty Lombardi
Christopher Lopez
Jessica Lopez
Kelsey Lowe
LT Enterprises
Lucky’s Market
Gerald Lynch
Lori MacDonald
Julie Magana
John Maguire
Molly Manning
SNEAKERS:
SUPER COOL, COMFY
DRAWINGS OF
NUMBER OF AMAZING
KIDS SAY IT BEST:
Nancy Olender
Judalyn Novotnak
Nancy Niles
Prudence Ngan
Norman Nexon
Mike Nelson
Nancy Niles
Judalyn Novotnak
Nancy Olender
Suzanne Oliver
Ava Olson
Jennifer Omvig
Geralyn O’Neill
Larry Orloff
Brian O’Rourke
Dana Ouvrier
M.C. Padilla
Orien Pagan
Anne and Robert Parker
Renee Patrone
Susan Pearce
Erin Peetoom
Debra Penne
Debra Persinger
Lissa and Dan Petersen
Tani and Tom Peterson
Judith Pfeifer
Prizer Foundation Matching Gifts
Program
Matt Phillips
Mondie and Greg Pic’I
Cheryl Pike
Jennifer Plews
Mary Polizzi
Sue Polonsky
Lisa and Chris Ponce
Tondra Pope
Barbara Powlowsky
Heather, Loli and DJ Prele
Joan Presecan
Gina Preston
Vitra and Craig Proctor
Anne Puntenney
Joan and David Raki
Melodi Ramquist
Laure Raupe
Tammy Rehuhn
Dorothy Reichle
Thomas Reinberger
Mike Restino
Diane Reges
Estella Rheinhardt
Jonathan-Richardson
Alaina Riley
Barbara Rinel
Dian Ring
Thuong and Harry Ringel
Eduardo Rivas
Rachel and Donald Robinson
Maxine Rodgers and Chester Donlin II
Terre Rodriguez
Natalie and Timothy Rolow
Rollie Rosen
Carrie Rosenblatt
 Roxanne Roske
Virginia Rostvold
Donna and Robert Rothman
Reene Roy-Buckway
Mary and Michael Ruopp
Mary Ann Rush
Cynthia and William Sabetta
Henri Sakamoto
Elia Sanchez
Kathy and Scott Sanders
Diane Santiago
Richard Saperstein
Sharma Saripalli and Usha Kuppa
Mary and Michael Troup
Janece Turman
Mary Ann Turner
Eric Varney
Melissa and Kyle Vercautren
Victoria Verchess
John Verfurther
Sarah Vongsack
Kathleen Walker
Mary Walker
Jean and David Wathen
Adrienne Watkins
Michele Weatherholt
Diane Sonnenberg
Maureen and Paul Soucie
Margaret Spear
Susan Spencer
Nancy Sperling
Sarae and Zuli Steremberg
Maryne Stone
Joyce Strait
Janelle Sullivan
Mary Claire Summers
Paula Swavel
Deanna Swan
Beryl and Errol Sweet
Susan Sylvia
Sam and Carol Tanenbaum
Gabriela and Javier Tapia
Zoe TeBeau
Stephanie and Frank Thier
Jessica Thomas
Connie Thompson
Nina Thurmes
Paul Timmerman
Sheila and Bill Tittsworth
Melinda Tremblay
Ann Tro
Mary and George Troup
Janice Turner
Mary Ann Turner
Eric Varney
Melissa and Kyle Vercautren
Victoria Verchess
John Verfurther
Sarah Vongsack
Kathleen Walker
Mary Walker
Jean and David Wathen
Adrienne Watkins
Michele Weatherholt
Diane Sonnenberg
Maureen and Paul Soucie
Margaret Spear
Susan Spencer
Nancy Sperling
Sarae and Zuli Steremberg
Maryne Stone
Joyce Strait
Janelle Sullivan
Mary Claire Summers
Paula Swavel
Deanna Swan
Beryl and Errol Sweet
Susan Sylvia
Sam and Carol Tanenbaum
Gabriela and Javier Tapia
Zoe TeBeau
Stephanie and Frank Thier
Jessica Thomas
Connie Thompson
Nina Thurmes
Paul Timmerman
Sheila and Bill Tittsworth
Melinda Tremblay
Ann Tro
Mary and George Troup
Janice Turner
Mary Ann Turner
Eric Varney
Melissa and Kyle Vercautren
Victoria Verchess
John Verfurther
Sarah Vongsack
Kathleen Walker
Mary Walker
Jean and David Wathen
Adrienne Watkins
Michele Weatherholt
GIFTS IN KIND
Anonymous
Lisa and Jake Auerbach
Bank of America Employees
Jennifer Binnie
Jill Bright
Brownie Troop 15454
Brownie Troop #6094
Renee Roy-Buckway
Joan Bunte
California Sporting Goods Association
Chaplain’s Office of the Claremont Colleges
Clairemont Craft Ales
Clairemont Girl Scout Troop #1094
Claremont High School Cross Country Team
Condit Elementary
Lisa DeMetz
Diamond Bar Women’s Club
Discovery J20
Enterprise
Gina Farinelli
Ree Federoff
Gigiauna Fioresi
Sharon and Robin Fordyce
Girl Scout Troops 1209 & 323
Glen Goldsmith
Leila Hamline
Angelina and Christian Hamlin
Gayton Bartlett
Joanne Bartlett
Zach Bauman
John Bauman
Robert Block
Missy Sachs-Kohen
Patrick and Lea Caenepeel
Josiah Jones
Shirley Jones
Katherine and Aaron Laughlin
Hugh Menton
KC Carpenter
Rochelle Ronketty
Priscilla Clapp
Sharon Frey
Renee Cohen
Sue Polonsky
Isabella Corey
Juddlyn Novotnak
Eliza Croll
Oma Ford
Jannelle Dale
Linda Barsam
Noelle & Jason Davis
Robin Anlian
Diamond Bar Woman’s Club
GFWC Federated East Valley Woman’s Club
Jo and Chuck Dierling
Diana Dukate
Wendy Duncan
Rochelle Ronketty
Cast and Crew of the Ed Sullivan 25th Anniversary Show
Deanna Swan
Maria Fahie
Lauren Genger
Amy Fass
Charlene Bolton
Cathy Fickes
Christine Carson
Nicholas Fischietto
Rosemary Fischietto
Sarah Fitzgerald
Missy Sachs-Kohen
Alleen and Bob Gratten
Diana Dukate
Alexander Geller
Allyson Geller
Helaine Goldwater
Linda and Richard Elderkin
Leila Hainline
Therese Young
Lois Harris
Arlene Andrew
Marilyn Dale
Ginger Elliott
Helaine Goldwater
Rosemary Henderson
Sharon Hightower
Susan Keith
Lissa Petersen
Rhonda Prout
Cindy Sullivan
Ellen Taylor
Zoe TeBeau
Teddie Warner
Will Heacock
Sarah Bailin
Helesvig Family
Lynne Hellesvig
Mark Higgins
Peggy Bokhout
John Hiscocks
Cynthia Cohn
Jacy Jepperson
Melodi Ramquist
Mary Kastner
Diane Reyes
Fran and Bob Kreisberg
Lauren Genger
Sharon and Lyle Kreps
Shellie Kreps
Sharon Levine
Stephanie and Frank Thier
Stewart Levine
Stephanie and Frank Thier
Levi Ari Litow
Beth Mendel
Roni Lomeli
Anonymous
Lisa Beckett and Dennis Berger
Jim Graham
Jo Hardin and John Hetikemper
Robert Harmon
Pam Krawitz
Christine and Gary Limon
Melissa and Kyle Vercauteren
Louise and Bill, David and Betty
Vicki Misner and Paul Minns
Elodie McGuirk
Dorothy McCullough
Robert G. McKelvey
Velma McKelvey
James Medero
Elizabeth Corder

KIDS SAY IT BEST:
TOP THREE DESTINATIONS IN NEW SNEAKERS:
1. School
2. The Park
3. Birthday Party
KIDS SAY IT BEST:
NUMBER OF STUDENTS REPORTING THAT THEY’VE BEEN REMOVED FROM SANTA’S NAUGHTY LIST AFTER RECEIVING NEW SHOES:

1

Thank You

Mary Sterba
Beth and Steve Anderson
Stitt Family
Melinda Tremblay
Dan Strauss
Claudia Harris
Ellen Taylor
Arlene Andrew
Sandra Baldonado
Virginia Benningfield
Marilyn Dale
Ginger Elliott
Helaine Goldwater
Lois Harris
Rosemary Henderson
Sharon Hightower
Lissa Petersen
Joan Presecan
Rhonda Prout
Dianne Ring
Sarah Smizer
Cindy Sullivan
Zoe TeBeau
Teddie Warner
Michael Wadley
Corbet Shull
Nancy Wilkeson
Edna Kuk
Nancy and Phil Wilkeson
Ann Nita McDonald
Terry and Nancy Wilkeson
Marilyn Bryant
Sally Wright
Borden Wright II
Stu and Geri Yount
Gregory Battersby
Denise and Bob Zondervan
Kathleen Anderson

Mary Sterba
Beth and Steve Anderson
Stitt Family
Melinda Tremblay
Dan Strauss
Claudia Harris
Ellen Taylor
Arlene Andrew
Sandra Baldonado
Virginia Benningfield
Marilyn Dale
Ginger Elliott
Helaine Goldwater
Lois Harris
Rosemary Henderson
Sharon Hightower
Lissa Petersen
Joan Presecan
Rhonda Prout
Dianne Ring
Sarah Smizer
Cindy Sullivan
Zoe TeBeau
Teddie Warner
Michael Wadley
Corbet Shull
Nancy Wilkeson
Edna Kuk
Nancy and Phil Wilkeson
Ann Nita McDonald
Terry and Nancy Wilkeson
Marilyn Bryant
Sally Wright
Borden Wright II
Stu and Geri Yount
Gregory Battersby
Denise and Bob Zondervan
Kathleen Anderson

MEMORIAL TRIBUTES
Stephen McNair
Alexander Vanesa Huber
Stitt Family
Vanessa Huber
Carol Ann Ayres
Vista Metals Corp.
Carol Beagley
Cheryl Wade
Stuart and NANCY WILKESON
Marilyn Bryant
Sally Wright
Borden Wright II
Stu and Geri Yount
Gregory Battersby
Denise and Bob Zondervan
Kathleen Anderson

Michael Fabela
Juana Fabela
Dwayne Felser
Vanessa Huber
Sally Goldberg
Alex Goldberg
Florence Green
Gary Massey
Marvin Gussman
Cheryl Gussman
Ruth Hamill
Geoffrey Hamill
Rae Humann
Paul Minney
Margaret A. Hooks
Christine Jones
Lillie Johnson
Jesse Johnson
Gabriel Jones
Suzanne Campbell
Dora Kasra
Kiumars Kasra
Kiwanis Club of La Puente and Industry

Iris Keating
Virginia Rostvold
Florence Levine
Jacques Levine
Esperanza Lomeli
Marllynn Aitches and Leo Lomeli
Marcella Martin
Glenda Avance
Patricia Mayeda
Vanesa Huber
Lucia A. Miltenberger
Frances and Jim Lehman
Arnaldo Rodriguez
Lynn Sart and Richard Watkins
Marion Munn
Cody Wieben
My Mother
Leila Hainline
Jeanne Peterson
Judy and Jim Hillman
Joyce J. Phillips
Nicole Weinberg
Leyson Phillips
Marilyn Stone

One person can only do so much
MISSION STATEMENT

The mission of Shoes That Fit is to provide new shoes for children in need so they can attend school in comfort and with dignity, better prepared to learn and play.

BOARD OF DIRECTORS

Sharon Fordyce, President
Certified Public Accountant

Ann Morgan, Vice President
Psychologist, Private Practice

Juli Hester, Secretary-Treasurer
VP of Finance, Pomona Valley Hospital Medical Center

Ron Cohen
Partner, Sidley Austin, LLP

Ryan Hibler
Branch Manager, US Bank

Jesse Johnson
Founder/President Emeritus, 100 Black Men of Long Beach, Inc.

Richard Martinez
Superintendent, Pomona Unified School District

Andrew O’Boyle
AVP Finance, Seattle University

Carole Pelton
Community Volunteer

Toni Ramos
Claremont City Manager

Rich Seebold
VP of Operations, DaVita, Inc.

Advisory Board Member
Michele Love
Vice President—Director of Nordstrom Rack Stores

STAFF

Amy Fass, Executive Director

Jarret Bjornsen, Administrative Assistant

Clare Chadwick, Development Director

Barbara Frias, Development Operations Manager

Lee Kane, Program Manager

Nekeda Newell-Hall, Director of Corporate Engagement

Thomas Pellegrino, IT Support Technician

ADDITIONAL THANKS

Thank you to the individuals contributing through these agencies:

- 3M Unitek United Way
- Allstate Giving Campaign
- Arrowhead United Way
- Bank of America United Way
- Costco—United Way
- Edison International Employee Contributions Campaign
- Employees Charity Organization of Northrop Grumman ECH0
- Give with Liberty
- Microsoft Giving Campaign
- Network for Good
- Pomona College
- Sempra Energy Employee Giving Network
- The Clorox Company Foundation Employee Giving Campaign
- United Way California Capital Region
- United Way King County
- United Way of Central Maryland
- United Way of Delaware
- United Way of Greater Los Angeles
- United Way of Greater Philadelphia and Southern New Jersey
- United Way of Metropolitan Dallas
- United Way of Orange County
- United Way of San Diego County
- Wells Fargo Community Support

If your name was misspelled or omitted, we apologize. Please contact our office with corrected information.
Thank you to our Corporate Partners!

When Washington Elementary School in Pomona, CA calls because Jose needs a pair of shoes or he will miss school, we are able to respond swiftly because of the generous support of our Corporate Partners. Your ongoing support allows us to make a difference in the lives of so many children. You should hear the excitement in the voice of a school principal when we call to say a company in the area wants to provide 100 shoes for your most in need students. They most often respond with “Are you serious?” We just love making those calls—and YOU make that possible. We appreciate all your employee volunteer hours, special in-store campaigns and continued financial support, which allows us to fulfill our mission…one pair of shoes at a time.

Nordstrom
Rack Room Shoes
Vista Metals
Verisight, Inc.
DaVita, Inc.